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NOTICE TO THE MARKET

TIM OBTAINS RIGHT TO EXERCISE SUBSCRIPTION BONUSES AT BANK C6
TIM SA (“TIM” or “Company”) (B3: TIMS3; NYSE: TIMB), in accordance with article 157 of Law
N. 6,404 and with the provisions of CVM Instruction N. 358 and, in continuity to the Notice to
the Market published on March 26, 2020, communicates to its shareholders, the market in
general and other interested parties the following:
TIM obtained, within the scope of the strategic partnership (“Partnership”) signed with Banco
C6 S.A. (“C6” or “Bank”) the right to exercise Subscription Bonuses equivalent to an indirect
stake of approximately 1.4% (one point four percent) of C6's share capital as a result of
reaching, in December 2020, the 1st level of the agreed goals, which will be exercised when
the Company's management deems to be more appropriate. It is important to note that the
Subscription Bonuses will grant TIM, when exercised, a minority position without control or
significant influence over the management of C6.
C6 is a digital bank with outstanding growth in Brazil, being the institution that grew the most
in the 3rd quarter of 2020 and surpassing more than 4 million opened accounts until November.
The Bank has approximately R$ 5.3 billion in total assets and transacts in its payment platform
more than R$ 1.5 billion per month.
In less than a year, the Partnership between companies generated a significant number of
open accounts through the combined offers of telecommunications and financial services,
which reinforces the relationship between TIM and C6 with significant results and confirms the
innovative and centered character customer convenience.
The Company will keep its shareholders and the market in general informed, in accordance
with the regulations in force.
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